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Nokia Firewall, VPN, and IPSO Configuration GuideSyngress Publishing, 2008
The Only Book and Companion Web Site Covering Nokia's Firewall/VPN Appliances, which is the #3 security appliance worldwide.     

       "While Nokia is perhaps most recognized for its leadership in the mobile phone market, they have successfully demonstrated their knowledge of the Internet security appliance market and its...
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COM and .NET InteroperabilityApress, 2002
COM and .NET Interoperability provides a complete overview on the  process of building .NET applications which interact (interoperate) with  existing COM code. Before digging into that critical topic, Andrew offers a  concise overview of the COM architecture, and provides examples using various  COM frameworks (C++, ATL, and VB 6.0)....
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Modern Compiler Implementation in JavaCambridge University Press, 2002
This textbook describes all phases of a compiler: lexical analysis, parsing, abstract syntax, semantic actions, intermediate representations, instruction selection via tree matching, dataflow analysis, graph-coloring register allocation, and runtime systems. It includes good coverage of current techniques in code generation and register...
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Mastering Autodesk Inventor 2009 and Autodesk Inventor LT 2009Sybex, 2008
Create Full-Featured Digital Prototypes—the Inventor Way
    Whether you're designing airplanes, appliances, or industrial machinery, this complete guide to Autodesk Inventor 2009 shows you how to produce and manage build-worthy 3D virtual prototypes. A team of industry professionals and Autodesk developers combines years...
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Tactical Trend Trading: Strategies for Surviving and Thriving in Turbulent MarketsApress, 2012

	"Follow trends and make money, or don't follow trends and don't make money. Robert Robbins wants investors to follow trends. His effort is to be saluted." —Michael W. Covel, bestselling author of Trend Following, The Complete Turtle Trader, and Trend Commandments 

	
...
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Carbon-Carbon Materials and CompositesWilliam Andrew Publishing, 1994


	Carbon-carbon composites, which have been used extensively for missile

	applications, were a part of NASA's Apollo spacecraft heat shield system. The

	development of carbon-carbon materials began in 1958 and was nurtured under

	the U.S. Air Force space plane program, Dyna-Soar, and by numerous thermal

	protection systems...
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Windows Software Compatibility and Hardware TroubleshootingApress, 2015

	As companies keep their existing hardware and operating systems for more years than ever before, the need to diagnose and repair problems is becoming ever more important for IT Pros and system administrators.


	Whatever version of Windows you’re using (including Windows 10) you’ll likely need to maintain compatibility...
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Continuous Integration: Improving Software Quality and Reducing Risk (The Addison-Wesley Signature Series)Addison Wesley, 2007
For any software developer who has spent days in “integration hell,” cobbling together myriad software components, Continuous Integration: Improving Software Quality and Reducing Risk illustrates how to transform integration from a necessary evil into an everyday part of the development process. The key, as the...
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Engineering Documentation Control Handbook, 3rd EditionWilliam Andrew Publishing, 2008
The wide acceptance of this book has been very gratifying. This work seems to have taken on a life of its own. The publisher wrote: “Your book over the last year has resulted in the most ‘Buy This Book’ links of our entire catalog … It is very well received by the ‘Googleites.’ ” Sales have exceeded 10,000...
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Acrylicworks 2: Radical Breakthroughs (AcrylicWorks: The Best of Acrylic Painting)North Atlantic Books, 2015

	
		"Acrylics allow me to be fearless." --Rhonda Franks, p88

	
		A showcase of the versatility of the medium and what's being done with it today, AcrylicWorks 2 features stunning paintings from 100+ of today's top artists. Filled with radical techniques, happy accidents and endless possibilities, this...
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C Traps and PitfallsAddison Wesley, 1989
C Traps and Pitfalls teaches how the peculiarities of  the C language make it easy for the intended behavior of a program and  the actual behavior of a program to differ. The book's experienced  author, Koenig, follows up with examples and helpful advice on many of  these "pitfalls." Each chapter includes exercises for...
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Semantic Web ProgrammingJohn Wiley & Sons, 2009
The next major advance in the Web?Web 3.0?will be built on semantic Web technologies, which will allow data to be shared and reused across application, enterprise, and community boundaries. Written by a team of highly experienced Web developers, this book explains examines how this powerful new technology can unify and fully leverage the...
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